
Survey Rd Spotlighting Exercise
Date of Report:
11 March 2010

Introduction:
This has been prepared in response to a request for further information from Lee Miezis on the 
08/03/10 who responded to an e-mail Andrew Lincoln sent to Stephen Henry and Tony Mitchell on 
28/02/10 of DSE Orbost, alerting them about a high density of arboreal mammals found within an 
active logging coup.

This report details two consecutive nights of spotlighting and they are described separately as follows 
and then concluded together.

Species Considered in Report:
Cercartetus nanus Eastern Pygmy Possum
Petauroldes volans Greater Glider
Pseudocheirus peregrinus Common Ringtail Possum
Trichosurus cunninghami Mountain Brushtail Possum
Perameles nasuta Long-nosed Bandicoot
Ninox boobook Southern Boobook
Podargus strigoides Tawny Frogmouth



Note on Location:
Below (figure 1.) is a detail of “East Gippsland FMA Bendoc District Approved Timber Release Plan 
with amendments applied – Harvest Years 200910 to 2001314” from the 16 July 2009.  Coupe 
840-501-0045 is addressed in this paper.  For easy reference it can be noted that the far left bold 
vertical gridline is “55H 06 60000” and the bottom bold horizontal grid line is “UTM/UPS 58 70000”.

Figure 1.



Night One
Date:
26/02/10

Participants:
Frank Bird
Andrew Lincoln

Location:
Coupe 840-501-0045
Survey Road (between Gunmark Road and Errinundra Road)
Brodribb Forest Block

Weather Conditions:
Moon Phase - Near Full 
Cloud Cover - Very light
Wind - Still
Rain - Nil
Temperature – Mild
(Note: Weather conditions were not favorable for spotlighting)

Intention:
To determine the presence/absence and population densities of nocturnal arboreal mammals in a 
recently active logging coup.

Method of Study:
To record visual and aural records of nocturnal arboreal mammals, forest owls (and other species 
encountered) using spotlights.

Situation:
When we arrived on this evening logging had already begun in the coup with a log-landing and 
various "snig" or bulldozer tracks pushed into the vegetation towards the southerly end of the coup 
(from the log landing south).

Used Method of Study:
On the evening we arrived at the site, on the log landing at 9:45pm.  Shortly after at 9:50 Southern 
Boobook Owl calls were first heard and then observed.  Three of these owls were sighted flying 
around the landing and calling for ten minutes.  Calls included “juveniles, contact/begging”, “warm up 
commencing territorial” call, “territorial” call, and their "attack/nest defence" call.1

This was not intended to be incorporated into our spotlighting exercise.  

Our spotlighting exercise commenced about five minutes later at 10:05 to the south of the log landing 
and along the mentioned snig tracks.

Transect Locations:
Back (west) of Log Landing Location:
55H 06 61152
UTM/UPS 58 72918

Starting Location for Spotlighting Exercise:
55H 06 61118
UTM/UPS 58 72799

Approximate End Location for Spotlighting Exercise:
55H 06 60800
UTM/UPS 58 72750

1 McNabb, E., Nightlife of Australia – South-Eastern Forests, Ninox Pursuits, 2005 (CD 
Format)



Findings/Results:

10:05 - START
10:06 - Mountain Brushtail Possum (Visual)
10:15 - Stop to listen for frogs
10:20 - Mountain Brushtail Possum (Aural)
10:30 - Resume Transect
10:40 - Tawny Frogmouth (Visual)
10:42 - END



Night Two
Date:
27/02/10

Participants:
Frank Bird
Andrew Lincoln
Joe Henderson
Rena Gabarov

Location:
Coupe 840-501-0045
Survey Road (between Gunmark Road and Errinundra Road)
Brodribb Forest Block

Weather Conditions:
Moon Phase - Near Full?
Cloud Cover – Relatively little though changing to heavy fog.
Wind - Still
Rain - Towards end of exercise light drizzle becoming light rain.
Temperature - Mild

Intention:
To listen and verify frog species heard on the 26/02/10.  

Method of Study:
To listen for and record frog calls for later identification using a dictaphone.  Also to use triangulation 
techniques to gain a visual record of frog species (though this did not occur).

To record visual and aural records of nocturnal arboreal mammals, forest owls (and other species 
encountered) using spotlights.

Situation:
During the spotlighting exercise of the 26/02/10 the two authors, Andrew Lincoln and Frank Bird, were 
interested in the frog calls they heard and so returned on the following night to listen for them again. 
This was the chief intention for returning on the 27/02/10 and the extra participants went along also 
for this purpose.  Spotlighting equipment was taken along also in case things were found which 
wished to be identified and for the possibility of "spotlighting" for nocturnal arboreal mammals if the 
opportunity arose on the evening.

Used Method of Study:
As a group we entered the bush at "Survey Road Starting Point" listed below with the intention of 
returning to the sight of the previous nights frog listening position (also listed below).  Immediately an 
arboreal animal was sighted and shortly after another of a different species.  These were recorded as 
we continued walking to the frog listening position, and it was decided to record all that we seen on 
this path (walking again along the recent snig tracks).  Spotlights were used for this purpose as we 
continued to scan and record our findings though the process of spotlighting remained informal and 
incidental (i.e. it was still not conducted as a formal, or determined, spotlighting exercise although in 
effect our recordings were taken as if this was so).



Transect Locations: 
No transect locations were planned but relevant and descriptive locations recorded on the night are 
listed below.

Survey Road Starting Point:
55H 06 61005
UTM/UPS 58 72715

Stop to Measure Size of Eucalyptus Tree:
55H 06 61052
UTM/UPS 58 72703

Frog Listening Position (also the end of spotlighting exercise):
55H 06 61032
UTM/UPS 58 72640

Findings/Results:

10:35 - START
10:35 - Mountain Brushtail Possum (Visual)
10:38 - Greater Glider (Visual)
10:39 - Greater Glider x2 (Visual) - different tree to previous recording but these two recordings in the 
same tree
10:39 - Tawny Frogmouth (Visual)
10:40 - Southern Boobook Owl (Aural)
10:45 - Greater Glider (Visual)
10:45 - Stop to Measure Size of Eucalyptus Tree
10:50 - Mountain Brushtail Possum (Visual)
11:10 - Mountain Brushtail Possum (Aural)
11:15 - Common Ringtail Possum x3 (Visual)
11:20 - Greater Glider (Visual)
11:25 - Mountain Brushtail Possum (Visual)
11:26 - Heavy fog rolling in (maximum 10m visibility under spotlights)
11:30 - Eastern Pygmy Possum
11:40 - Arrived at Frog Listening Position
11:50 – Long-nosed Bandicoot (Aural) - from frog listening position
11:50 - END



Conclusion

On the second night of spotlighting the participants believe that a high density of arboreal mammals 
was discovered within the studied location.

Authors:
Andrew Lincoln
Frank Bird

11/03/10


